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Background independence

non-linear equations for background fields

vacuum solutions (“closed string”)

massive fields

RR-sector



BV vector field:

critical point

L-infty structure



The point particle (and string) realises this structure in terms of an associative 
algebra        provided by BRST quantisation:
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generated bybasis of
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The point particle (and string) realises this structure in terms of an associative 
algebra        provided by BRST quantisation:
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generated bybasis of

background fields



Is this useful?
 strings 

non-lagrangian dynamical system

conceptual

no dynamics

of the open string



Notice that only gluons need to be 
present in the spectrum

constraint algebra:

Background fields:
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Valid to consider the algebra  
on its own, without  reference to the world line.
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Valid to consider the algebra  
on its own, without  reference to the world line.



The graviton cannot be described by

but can be described by

auxiliary vector

Diffeo ghost



NS-sector of low energy eff. action of string 
theory
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Kalb-Ramond and/or dilation excitations can be included by  
 
enlarging
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Kalb-Ramond and/or dilation excitations can be included by  
 
enlarging



no obstructions for h      
and h



wave fn. of the world line

non-linear field equations:



Physical interpretation:

occupation nbr.



Sorokin, Tkach, Volkov, Zeltukhin 
 
Berkovits

Rep: BRST quantisation of N=1 world line

spin field
← not available in 1 dimension

w/  E. Boffo



operator that shifts degree mod 2

cf: branch cut in OPE of spin fields in d = 10

Introduce pairs:

Sorokin, Tkach, Volkov, Zeltukhin 
 
Berkovits

Rep: BRST quantisation of N=1 world line

spin field
← not available in 1 dimension

w/  E. Boffo





Ramond-Ramond fields as 2- particle states in

generate an invariant subspace containing



R-R potentials…….R-R background fields...

application to (ambitwistor) string
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